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Abstract Ambiguity resolution plays a crucial role in
real time kinematic GNSS positioning which gives cen-
timetre precision positioning results if all the ambiguities
in each epoch are correctly fixed to integers. However,
the incorrectly fixed ambiguities can result in large posi-
tioning offset up to several meters without notice. Hence,
ambiguity validation is essential to control the ambiguity
resolution quality. Currently, the most popular ambigu-
ity validation is ratio test. The criterion of ratio test
is often empirically determined. Empirically determined
criterion can be dangerous, because a fixed criterion can-
not fit all scenarios and does not directly control the
ambiguity resolution risk. In practice, depending on the
underlying model strength, the ratio test criterion can be
too conservative for some model and becomes too risky
for others.
A more rational test method is to determine the criterion
according to the underlying model and user requirement.
Miss-detected incorrect integers will lead to a hazardous
result, which should be strictly controlled. In ambiguity
resolution miss-detected rate is often known as failure
rate. In this paper, a fixed failure rate ratio test method
is presented and applied in analysis of GPS and Com-
pass positioning scenarios. A fixed failure rate approach
is derived from the integer aperture estimation theory,
which is theoretically rigorous. The criteria table for ra-
tio test is computed based on extensive data simulations
in the approach. The real-time users can determine the
ratio test criterion by looking up the criteria table. This
method has been applied in medium distance GPS ambi-
guity resolution but multi-constellation and high dimen-
sional scenarios haven’t been discussed so far.
In this paper, a general ambiguity validation model is de-
rived based on hypothesis test theory, and fixed failure
rate approach is introduced, especially the relationship
between ratio test threshold and failure rate is exam-
ined. In the last, Factors that influence fixed failure rate
approach ratio test threshold is discussed according to
extensive data simulation. The result shows that fixed
failure rate approach is a more reasonable ambiguity val-
idation method with proper stochastic model.
Keywords ambiguity validation · ratio test · fixed
failure rate · Quality control · multi-constellation
1 Introduction
Integer ambiguity resolution is the key to fast and high
precision GNSS positioning and navigation. With cor-
rectly fixed ambiguity, centimetre to millimetre position-
ing accuracy is achievable, incorrectly fixed ambiguity
may result unacceptable positioning errors. Hence, am-
biguity validation is very crucial to control positioning
result quality.
Ambiguity validation problem has been an important is-
sue in GNSS positioning research and applications. For a
long time, the problem was mainly addressed by discrim-
ination test, Frei constructed F-ratio test(Frei and Beut-
ler, 1990; Landau and Euler, 1992), Euler simplified the
form and recommeded to use ’Ratio test’ instead(Euler
and Schaffrin, 1991), Tiberius used difference test and
gave an empirical threshold for difference test(Tiberius
and De Jonge, 1995), Han and Wang used student’s test
instead of F-test and constructed a w-statistic for ambi-
guity validation propose(Han, 1997; Wang et al., 1998).
Teunissen proposed integer aperture estimation and gave
a unified framework for ambiguity validation and am-
biguity estimation(Teunissen, 2003b). Since then, five
new integer aperture estimators was proposed, includ-
ing ellipsoidal integer aperture(Teunissen, 2003a), inte-
ger aperture bootstrapping(Teunissen, 2005b) ,integer
aperture least-squares (Teunissen, 2005c), penalized in-
teger aperture(Teunissen, 2004), optimal integer aper-
ture estimator(Teunissen, 2005a). Later on, fixed-failure
ratio test are proposed as a improvement of fixed thresh-
old ratio test(Teunissen and Verhagen, 2009; Verhagen,
2006), A comparison between different ambiguity val-
idation methods was made by Verhagen and Li (Ver-
hagen, 2005; Li and Wang, 2012), Ji tried to combine
2ellipsoidal integer aperture estimator and ratio test for
ambiguity validation(Ji et al., 2010). A variable dura-
tion fixed failure rate ambiguity validation method was
examined(Tandy and Young, 2012). A further study on
fixed-failure rate ratio test study is carried out by Ver-
hagen(Verhagen and Teunissen, 2012).
Popular discrimination tests are focused on statistic con-
struction, these statistics all based on assumption of nor-
mal distribution of real-valued ambiguity, but what they
real test is ambiguity residual. Unfortunately, ambiguity
residual is not normally distributed. Another important
but never been studied topic about fixed failure rate is
the implicit relationship between hypothesis test thresh-
old and failure rate. Moreover, to the best of author’s
knwoledge, the factors that impact the threshold of hy-
pothesis test haven’t been systematically studied. Hence,
the contribution of this paper can be summarised as:
1. Investigation of the ambiguity validation with the
hypothesis test theory, and the relationship between
general hypothesis test and ambiguity validation prob-
lem. The general ambiguity validation model based
on the distribution of ambiguity residual is derived.
2. Examination of the implicit relationship between fail-
ure rate and validation threshold. Usually, given val-
idation threshold, the failure rate can be statistically
calculated. Finding the relationship between failure
rate and threshold is a reverse problem, and the prob-
lem is solved by curve fitting method which gives an
intuitive impression about the relationship. The rela-
tionship is the key to fixed failure rate approach, but
never been systematically analysed.
3. Understanding the factors impacting validation thresh-
old through extensive numerical simulation. Simula-
tion results can help to explore how ambiguity dimen-
sion, frequency number, and prior stochastic model
would affect the threshold of hypothesis test in the
fixed failure rate approach.
4. Analysis of the fixed failure rate ambiguity valida-
tion method in a multi-constellation environment. In
particular,investigation focuses on how the fixed fail-
ure rate test approach would perform in the high di-
mension case for the current GPS and Compass con-
stellations. The experiment results should especially
benefit GPS and Compass users.
The following sections are organized as follows: Ambigu-
ity resolution model and ambiguity residual distribution
are briefly reviewed in section 2. In the secion 3, gen-
eral hypothesis test theory is mentioned first. Ambigu-
ity validation problem is treated as a special hypothesis
test case. The most popular discrimination test, ratio
test is taken as an example to demonstrate the existence
of relationship between failure rate and hypothesis test
threshold. In section 4, A comprehensive simulation is
carried out to investigate the relationship between fre-
quency number, ambiguity dimension and prior stochas-
tic model. Finally, it comes the conclusion section.
2 Probability distribution of ambiguity residual
All hypothesis tests are based on a distribution and a
test statistic, before we move to further discussion, the
distribution of population should be investigated. For
ambiguity validation problem, the population is ambigu-
ity residual, the defination and distribution of ambiguity
residual will be discussed in this section.
2.1 Definition of ambiguity residual
The function model for GNSS positioning can be ex-
pressed as a mixed integer estimation problem:
y = Aa+Bb+ e,Qy = σ
2
0P
−1 (1)
where y is the given GNSS observation, a and b are
integer parameters and real-valued parameters respec-
tively. A and B are corresponding design matrices. e
denotes noise vector. σ0 is prior unit weight standard
deviation. P standards for weight matrix and Qy is the
variance matrix of observations y, generally, observations
are considered being independent on each other.
A typical ambiguity resolution procedure follows three
steps: the first step is applying standard least-squares,
the ’float’ solution can be obtained and denoted as aˆ and
bˆ. In this stage, the integer nature of ambiguity parame-
ters is simply discarded. Assuming that the observation
vector y follows normal distribution, the estimates aˆ and
bˆ follow normal distribution as well, the corresponding
variance-covariance matrix reads:
(
aˆ
bˆ
)
,
(
Qaˆ Qaˆbˆ
Qbˆaˆ Qbˆ
)
(2)
The second phase is mapping the real-valued ambigu-
ity parameter aˆ to integers with integer estimator,which
is also known as integer ambiguity estimation. The opti-
mal integer estimator is integer least-squares(Teunissen,
1999a), and the objective function of integer least-squares
is given as:
min(aˆ− z)Q−1aˆ (aˆ− z), z ∈ Zn (3)
Once aˆ been fixed to integer, Corresponding ambigu-
ity residuals can be defined as(Teunissen, 1995; Verhagen
and Teunissen, 2006b):
ˇ = aˆ− aˇ, aˆ ∈ Rn, aˇ ∈ Zn (4)
where aˇ is fixed integer ambiguity.
The third step is to update real-valued parameters bˆ,
which follows:
aˇ = aˆ−QbˆaˆQ−1aˆ (aˆ− aˇ) (5)
3An integer estimator is the key to map the real-
value points to their integer points. The set of real-valued
points closer to a certain integer z than any other integer
points are called ’pull-in region’ Sz(Teunissen, 1999b).
(or Voronoi cells(Hassibi and Boyd, 1998; Xu, 2006)),
the definition of pull-in region reads:
Sz = x ∈ Rn|z = S(x), z ∈ Zn (6)
where the subset Sz denotes a pull-in region cen-
tred at z. All aˆ falls in Sz will be mapped to the z ∈
Zn(Teunissen, 1998). The integer ambiguity estimation
procedure can be described as:
aˇ =
∑
z∈Zn
z ∗ sz(aˆ), sz(x) =
{
1 if x ∈ Sz
0 otherwise
(7)
where sz denotes the indicator function of the pull-
in region Sz. The shape of pull-in region Sz depends on
integer estimator. The integer estimator satisfy follow-
ing three conditions are called admissible integer esti-
mator(Teunissen, 1999a):
⋃
z∈Zn Sz = R
n
Sz1
⋂
Sz2 = ∅,∀z1 6= z2, z1 ∈ Zn, z2 ∈ Zn
Sz = z + S0, z ∈ Zn
(8)
Particularly, the third condition in Equ.(8) shows Sz
is insensitive to integer z, which is known as ’z-translational
invariant’. According to the definition of the ambiguity
residual, the difference between aˆ and ˇ is aˇ, while aˇ is
an integer vector. ˇ can be viewed as relative position
of aˆ respect to aˇ, and aˆ can be viewed as the absolute
position of aˆ in Rn. Obviously, ambiguity residual ˇ is
more important than aˇ in ambiguity estimation and val-
idation.
2.2 Distribution of ambiguity residual
The GNSS observations y are assumed as normal dis-
tributed. According to the variance propagation law, the
’float solution’ aˆ follows normal distribution as well, the
probability density function (PDF) of aˆ can be written
as:
faˆ(x) =
1√
detQaˆ(2pi)
1
2n
exp{−1
2
‖x− a‖2Qaˆ} (9)
where a is the correct integer vector. Similar to aˆ,
distribution of ˇ can be described by PDF as well. Ac-
cording to definition of ambiguity residual, the PDF of ˇ
can be given as(Teunissen, 2002; Verhagen and Teunis-
sen, 2006b):
fˆ(x) =
∑
z∈Zn
faˆ(x+ z)s0(x), x ∈ Rn (10)
Applying ’z-translational invariant’ property, the pull-in
region can be transformed from Sa to S0. fˇ(x) equals to
infinite sum of normal distribution PDF, and equation∫
s0
fˇ(x)dx = 1 always holds true. Equation (10) can be
decomposed into two parts as:
fˆ(x) = faˆ(x)s0(x) +
∑
z∈Zn\{0}
faˆ(x+ z)s0(x), x ∈ Rn
(11)
Within the pull-in region, the first term on the right of
equation (11) is exactly the same as PDF of aˆ. For 1-
dimensional case, the relationship between ˇ and aˆ are
shown in Figure 1. According to equation (11), fˇ(x) ≥
faˆ(x) always holds true.
It is noticed that ˇ is defined in S0 and S0 is defined
by an integer estimator. For different integer estimator,
S0 is different. Hence, fˇ(x) not only depends on faˆ(x),
but also integer estimators. For 1-dimensional case, in-
teger rounding, integer bootstrapping and integer least-
squares are identical, hence, fˇ(x) is same for all three in-
teger estimators. However, this conclusion doesn’t holds
true for any correlated higher dimensional case, because
S0 for different integer estimators are different in corre-
lated high dimensional case. aˆ follows multivariate nor-
mal distribution, faˆ(x) can be described by expectation
and Qaˆ. ˇ follows irregular distribution, but fˇ(x) is lin-
ear combination of faˆ(x) . Once S0 is given, fˇ(x) can
be uniquely defined by faˆ(x).
3 Hypothesis test for ambiguity validation
problem
Ambiguity validation problem is a hypothesis test prob-
lem. All existing ambiguity validation methods are hy-
pothesis tests, regardless of discrimination test or integer
aperture estimation. From this perspective, all ambigu-
ity validation methods can be unified into the integer
aperture framework. Particularly, ambiguity validation
problem is distinguished because of two special features:
(1) regarding the population of hypothesis test, ambi-
guity residual is not normal distributed;(2) the sample
space is confined by pull-in region S0. The existing am-
biguity validation research efforts have focused on statis-
tic construction. In this context, a ambiguity validation
problem is treated as general hypothesis test problem.
3.1 Review of general hypothesis test theory
For any n-dimensional stochastic variables x, each sam-
ple can be presented as a n-dimensional coordinate, de-
noted as a sample point. All possible sample points lay
in the sample space, denoted by E. The probability of
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Fig. 1: Demonstration of fˇ(x) and faˆ(x) for 1-D case(left) and 2-D case(right). aˆ follows normal distribution,
fˇ(x) depends on not only Qaˆ, but also integer estimator, the right sub figure demonstrates fˇ(x) based on integer
least-squares
occurrence of every sample point is presented by proba-
bility density function (PDF). If the PDF varies contin-
uously over the sample space, a continuous region within
the sample space that satisfy a particular hypothesis H0
can always be identified(Neyman and Pearson, 1933), the
region is known as acceptance region Ω:
Ω(x|H0) ⊂ E, x ∈ Rn (12)
Similarly, the reject region can be defined. The proba-
bility of sample points that fall in the acceptance region
can be calculated by the integral of PDF over the ac-
ceptance region. The integral is known as success rate.
Theoretically, the PDF continuously varies over Rn for a
n-dimensional normally distributed stochastic variables.
In this case, there is no rigorous boundary between null
hypothesis H0 and alternative hypothesis Ha. However,
the output of hypothesis tests can only be either accept
or reject. Hence, it is almost impossible to find an accep-
tance region for H0 with zero risk. The relationship be-
tween reality and hypothesis test decision can be shown
in table1(Tabachnick et al., 2001).
According to Table 1, H0 and Ha means true and
false respectively in reality, while H0 and Ha means ac-
cept and reject respectively in decision. Probability of
false reject H0 is denoted by α, which is also known as
probability of ’Type I error’. Probability of false accept
Ha is denoted by β, which is also known as ’type II er-
ror’. For many hypothesis problems, the population fol-
lows normal distribution, The risk of type I error and
type II error are illustrated in Figure 2.
3.2 Hypothesis test model for ambiguity validation
The existing ambiguity validation methods base on the
normal distribution of aˆ, but actual statistics base on
ambiguity residual. Obviously, it is not reasonable. Hy-
pothesis test should base on ambiguity residual distribu-
tion. In this section, a hypothesis test model for ambigu-
ity validation problem is derived from ambiguity residual
distribution and hypothesis test theory. The purpose of
hypothesis test is just making a good decision subject to
given distribution.
According to the definition of ambiguity residual PDF,
fˇ(x) is an infinite sum of faˆ(x), faˆ(x) follows a normal
distribution. Moreover, faˆ(x) is continuous over the R
n
for an n-dimensional ambiguity validation problem. The
ambiguity residual distribution fˇ(x) is linear combina-
tion of faˆ, hence, fˇ(x) is continuous over the sample
space as well. Each ambiguity validation methods corre-
sponds to a particular acceptance region, while the shape
of acceptance region is determined by the hypothesis test
and the size of acceptance region is determined by the
hypothesis test threshold.
The hypothesis test for ambiguity validation can be de-
scribed as:
H0 : aˇ = 0, Ha : aˇ 6= 0 (13)
where aˆ is the output of integer estimator. As the distri-
bution of ambiguity residual is ’z-translational invariant’,
assumming true integer ambiguity vector is 0. Regard-
ing the distribution of ambiguity residual (seeing Equa-
tion (11)). In Equation (11), the first term on the right
of corresponds to the probability of H0 and the second
term corresponds the probability of Ha. The hypothe-
sis test model for ambiguity validation can be expressed
in Figure 3. Sample space E for ambiguity validation is
S0, particularly, S0 specifies the interval [−0.5, 0.5] for
1-dimension case. Integer estimator is a special hypothe-
sis test as well, the ’pull-in region’ of integer estimator is
corresponding acceptance region. For integer estimators,
5Reality
H0 Ha
Statistical
decision
’H0’ 1− α β
’Ha’ α 1− β
Table 1: Hypothesis test decision matrix
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Fig. 2: Hypothesis test acceptance region, reject region, type I error and type II error
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Fig. 3: Illustration of 1-Dimensional hypothesis test model for ambiguity validation problem. Upper curve indicate
fˇ(x) and lower curve indicate faˆ(x). white region between two curve lines stands for type II error while the dark
grey region stands for type I error
every sample falls in the sample space will be accepted.
Hence, additional test is required to exclude a portion of
samples for quality control propose. integer estimator is
a special case of ambiguity validation method, which is
consistency with integer aperture framework(Teunissen,
2003b).
According to Figure 3, it is obvious that the hypothe-
sis test criterion determine acceptance region as well as
the probabilities of type I error and type II error. The
probability of type I error and type II error are known as
false alarm rate and failure rate respectively. Probability
of correctly acceptance is called success rate. Similar to
success rate of integer estimator, success rate for ambi-
guity validation can be calculated by:
Ps =
∫
Ω
faˆ(x)dx,Ω ∈ S0 (14)
6Corresponding failure rate for ambiguity validation can
be given as:
Pf =
∫
Ω
(fˇ(x)− faˆ(x))dx,Ω ∈ S0 (15)
where Ω is acceptance region, x is the position of ˇ. With
given fˇ(x) and hypothesis test, a larger acceptance re-
gion results in larger failure rate and vice verse. Hence,
the failure rate can be controlled by chosen proper hy-
pothesis test threshold for any hypothesis test. A neg-
ative effect of low failure rate is that it results in large
false alarm rate.
The characteristic of ambiguity residual distribution should
be systematically analysed before moving forward. In or-
der to reveal the characteristic of fˇ(x), a indicator can
be constructed as:
δ(x) =
faˆ(x)
fˇ(x)
(16)
δ(x) indicates the proportion of faˆ(x) subject to fˇ(x) at
x. 1 dimensional δ(x) for different Qaˆ is shown in figure
4 (Teunissen and Verhagen, 2011). Two conclusions can
be drawn from figure 4: (1) δ(x) is different for different
faˆ(x) or fˇ(x). For the same x, proportion of faˆ(x) for
stronger model is always larger than for weak model, or
x for stronger model always have lower failure risk re-
spect to weaker model. The model strength indicated by
variance, larger variance means weaker model; (2)even
for strong model, x close to boundary of pull-in region
still unreliable, it is the necessity of ambiguity valida-
tion. For example, if σ = 0.1 and confidence interval is
3σ, that means about 99.7% of aˆ will fall in [−0.3, 0.3]
theoretically. If the aˆ close to 0.5 or −0.5, corresponding
faˆaˆ subject to fˇ(aˆ) is smaller than 50%, which means
although the aˆ fall in S0 and integer estimator can fix aˆ
to 0, but the probability of correctly fixed is less than 50
For multi-dimensional case, a similar conclusion can be
obtained, as faˆ following multi-variate normal distribu-
tion, which involves only one peak in the pull-in region,
and faˆ(x) is continuous over the pull-in region. fˇ(x) is
infinite sum of faˆ, which have a similar property with
faˆ(x). Hence, one acceptance region can be found for ev-
ery hypothesis test in a multivariate case. One to one
map between failure rate and hypothesis test criterion is
thus achieved.
3.3 Fixed failure rate approach and Fixed failure rate
ratio test
Having examined ambiguity residual distribution, the re-
maining work is to construct a hypothesis test. There
have been many existing ambiguity validation methods,
such as F-ratio test, ratio test, difference test, projector
test, ellipsoidal integer aperture, integer aperture boot-
strapping, integer aperture least-squares, penalized in-
teger aperture, optimal integer aperture et al. The pro-
pose of ambiguity validation is to ensure the reliability
of fixed ambiguities. Hence, type II error, which is ac-
ceptance incorrect integer ambiguity, is of great concern.
According to (15), failure rate is a function of acceptance
region. Acceptance region includs two aspects: shape and
size. Shape is determined by the statistic of hypothesis
test, Verhagen examined acceptance region for all test
enumerated above(Verhagen, 2005; Verhagen and Teu-
nissen, 2006a). Acceptance region size is determined by
hypothesis test threshold. Hence,once hypothesis is cho-
sen, failure rate is a function of hypothesis test threshold.
As mentioned, the negative effects of smaller failure rate
is larger type I error probability. Although type I error is
not as critical as type II error in terms of risk, it is still
necessary to keep it not too large. The decision should
be made according to the user’s demand and achieving
a good balance between type I error and type II error.
That is the reason why the fixed failure rate approach is
recommended rather than a ’failure free’ approach. The
fixed failure rate approach is applicable to any hypothesis
test, but different hypothesis test may lead to different
performance.
As discussed, a failure rate can be calculated by inte-
gration of type II error probability over the acceptance
region. Usually, failure rate is calculated after the hy-
pothesis test threshold is given. Finding hypothesis test
threshold from a given failure rate is a reverse prob-
lem. The specific relationship between the hypothesis tet
threshold and failure rate depends on specific hypothesis
test. In order to explain the relationship clearly,the most
popular ambiguity validation method, ratio test is used
as an example. The definition of ratio test can be written
as(Euler and Schaffrin, 1991; Wei and Schwarz, 1995) :
‖aˆ− aˇ‖2Qaˆ
‖aˆ− aˇ′‖2Qaˆ
≤ µ (17)
If aˇ satisfy the equation(17), aˇ is accepted as correct
integer vector. Here the reciprocal form of ratio test is
used,because in the reciprocal form, µ varies between 0
and 1. For each µ, acceptance region can be identified.
In the 2-dimensional case ratio test acceptance regions
for different µ are demonstrated in Figure 5. As shown
in this figure, a larger µ result in a larger acceptance re-
gion. For the construction procedure of ratio test pull-in
region, we refer to Verhagen (Verhagen, 2005; Verhagen
and Teunissen, 2006a), Similar acceptance region can be
identified for all ambiguity validation methods and dif-
ferent hypothesis tests have different acceptance region
shape.
Referring to ratio test example, procedure of the fixed
failure rate ratio test (FF-ratio test) involves four steps:
1. Simulation. For a given float solution aˆ and Qaˆ, a
number of ’float solution’ samples a˜ following N(0,Qaˆ)
distribution can be generated, N(·) standards for nor-
mal distribution.
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Fig. 5: A demonstration of ratio test acceptance region for different µ (2-D case)
2. Calculation. Trying to fix every simulated samples
a˜ with LAMBDA method, and statistic incorrectly
fixed sample number and corresponding ratio test
value.
3. Finding proper threshold. Set up a relationship be-
tween failure rate and ratio test value, finding ratio
test threshold µ for the specific failure rate.
84. Validate real data with fixed failure rate ratio test
threshold. Once fixed failure rate ratio test thresh-
old µ is acquired, the ratio test value for real data aˆ
should be calculated. Then compare µ and ratio test
value of aˆ to decide accept the fixed integer ambiguity
or not.
The first step defines the normal distribution of aˆ, the
second step defines the ambiguity residual distribution
ˇ, Because integer least-square is adopted as integer es-
timator, the corresponding fˇ(x) respect to Qaˆ and inte-
ger least-squares pull-in region. It is not necessary to use
integer least-squares as integer estimator, integer boot-
strapping and integer rounding are admissible integer es-
timators as well, but integer least-square is more popu-
lar because it is the optimal integer estimatorTeunissen
(1999a). The third step comes the key of fixed failure
rate approach,identifying the relationship between fail-
ure rate and ratio test values. Verhagen proposed a root
finding method to solve the problem(Verhagen, 2005),
implementation of root finding method mainly use a Mat-
lab function ’fzero’. More details are demonstrated to
give a more intuitive description on the relationship in
this section. The third step of previous procedure in-
volves three sub-steps again:
1. Sample statistic. Dividing [0,1] into N small inter-
vals, for example, N = 1000. Statistics incorrectly
fixed sample number ni, i = 1, 2, . . . , N falling in each
interval, calculating proportion of incorrectly fixed
sample for each interval pi = ni/N, i = 1, 2, . . . , N .
2. Finding relationship between failure rate and ratio
test threshold. According to definition of failure rate
(Seeing Equation(15)), failure rate of ith interval can
be numerically calculated by
pf,i =
i∑
1
pi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N (18)
Then, the relationship between failure rate and ratio
test threshold can be set up by replacing i in equation
(18) by i/N .
3. Find µ for specific pf according to the relationship.
As the relationship is an irregular curve, it is difficult
to find a simple model to fit the curve globally op-
timal. However, locally optimal is achievable, which
means only 10-20 pf,i around specified pf are picked
out and fitting these pf,i by straight line or parabola.
finally, µ can be determind by fitted curve.
An example to demonstrate the relationship between pf
and µ is given in figure 6. In this figure, 100,000 aˆ sam-
ples are generated. The distribution of sample number
and incorrectly fixed sample proportion respect to ratio
test value are given. After Integral, the relationship be-
tween pf and µ is given in the right sub figure. Figure 6
shows ratio test threshold varies with failure rate. Even
for a very large ratio test value, saying close to 0, it still
possible to accept incorrect integer ambiguities.
One of the major shortcomings of the fixed-failure
rate approach is the time efficiency. Performing 100,000
times LAMBDA to calculate one threshold is unaccept-
able for real-time positioning users. In order to meet real-
time positioning requirement, all simulations can be per-
formed in advance(Teunissen and Verhagen, 2009; Ver-
hagen and Teunissen, 2012). Tabled the simulation re-
sults to show different integer least-squares failure rates
against different ambiguity dimensions. Each ratio test
threshold can be obtained by fixed-failure approach dis-
cussed above.
4 Simulation with Compass and GPS
constellation
As discussed above, the method of applying fixed failure
rate approach is to prepare a table to establish the re-
lationship between the integer least-squares failure rates
and ambiguity dimensions in advance. In this section,
simulation data for GPS and Compass constellations is
presented.
Of the two key factors in ambiguity validation problem,
hypothesis test with the fixed failure rate approach has
been explained in previous section. The remaining issue
is the ambiguity residual distribution. Ambiguity resid-
ual distribution can be characterised by faˆ(x) and integer
estimator. In this study, integer least-squares is chosen as
integer estimator. But there are many influence factors
in aˆ distribution.
4.1 Function model dependency
Qaˆ is propagated from Qy with design matrix in the
function model. The function model’s impact on Qaˆ is
twofold: one is the number of real-valued parameters b
in equation and another is the number of observations.
For a short baseline, b only involves 3 coordinate param-
eters. However, for longer distance baseline, additional
tropospheric zenith delay and ionosphere delay parame-
ters may be involved. If the observation number is deter-
mined, more parameters will definitely make the model
weaker. Regarding the observation number, the simplest
case is that only measurements from single-epoch are in-
volved. A more complicate case is using Kalman filter
that involves historical measurements and prior param-
eters variance information. According to generalized ad-
justment theory, historical information can be treated as
virtual observations. With same parameters, more obser-
vations can improve model strength. It is impossible to
enumerate all possible function models. In this context,
we focus on the simplest case where 3 coordinate param-
eters together with ambiguity parameters are estimated
from single epoch.
In order to make simulation as realistic as possible, GPS
and Compass constellation is simulated to calculate the
fixed failure rate ratio test threshold.
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Fig. 6: An example of modelling relationship between ratio test value and failure rate, The left figure shows the
distribution of total samples and incorrectly fixed samples respect to ratio test value. The right figure shows the
relationship between pf and µ, the relationship derived form integral of incorrectly fixed samples distribution. For
this particular case, if pf = 0.01, corresponding µ equals to 0.1567.
4.2 Stochastic model dependency
Qaˆ is propagated from Qy, besides the propagation pro-
cedure, how to modelling Qy is very crucial itself. Han
improved RTK ambiguity resolution by improving stochas-
tic model(Han, 1997). A popular prior stochastic model
is σΦ = 3mm and σP = 0.3m, correlation between code
and phase, cross correlation between frequencies, tem-
poral correlation are all ignored to keep it simple. Ex-
isting research shows there is correlation between ob-
servations, but the significance depends(Tiberius et al.,
1999). For simulation, It is impossible to consider all cor-
relations,because it is difficult to quantify the correlation
for general case. Unrealistic correlation model make the
simulation worse than omittig correlations. In this study
typical stochastic model is setting as σΦ = 10mm and
σP = 0.5m for conservative. Elevation dependency is ig-
nored and all observations are assigned equal weight to
keep function model as simple as possible. In order to
demonstrate the influence of different stochastic model
on fixed-failure rate ratio test threshold determination,
three groups of experiments with different prior stochas-
tic model is carried out and the result is shown in figure
7. In this study, 100,000 samples are simulated for each
Qaˆ, the fixed failure rate ratio test threshold µ are calcu-
lated for each Qaˆ. The threshold µ are statistic against
ambiguity dimension, mean and standard derviation of
µ is presented in the figure.
According to the result, as observation become more pre-
cise, the threshold of fixed failure rate ratio test become
larger, which means acceptance region of ratio test be-
come lager, and correspondingly, probability of accept-
ing aˇ is increased, vice verse. Another conclusion can be
drawn from Figure 7is that fixed failure rate approach
is not only sensitive to weight strategy,but also sensi-
tive to unit weight factor σ0 in equation(1). It means
the prior observation precision must be precisely mod-
elled for fixed failure rate approach. Either over evaluate
or under evaluate the observation precision can influ-
ence the validation performance. However, σ0 depends
on receiver type, observation environment, satellite sys-
tem et al. Hence, there is no universal stochastic model,
the stochastic model need to be set up according to real
situation.
4.3 Observation number dependency
As discussed, observation number can influence the model
strength. Only regarding actual observation, the visible
satellite number and frequency number determines ob-
servation number. Observation number depends on re-
ceiver capacity as well as location and time variation,
receiver capacity refers to it is multi-frequency and multi-
mode or not. In this study, two typical locations (around
30N and 30S) are chosen, and GPS and Compass satellite
constellation are simulated. In order to make simulation
as realistic as possible, real GPS and Compass constel-
lation is generated. The Compass constellation follows
Montenbruck et al. (2012), visible GPS satellite varies
from 5 to 11 and visible compass satellite varies from 4
to 8. Dual constellation case is used to investigate high
dimensional case. In order to reveal the relationship be-
tween fixed failure ratio test threshold and ambiguity di-
mension, several experiments results are merged into one
figure. Another concern is the FF ratio test threshold de-
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Fig. 7: Fixed failure rate ratio test threshold dependency on prior stochastic model for single frequency case. The
prior observation precision is given as σP = 0.25m, σΦ = 5mm (left), σP = 0.5m, σΦ = 10mm (middle),σP = 1m,
σΦ = 20mm (right), 14400 Qaˆ samples are used for each figure, including GPS, Compass, GPS+Compass scenarios,
Red dot represent mean of ratio threshold and blue bar shows standard derivation of ratio threshold,Failure rate is
given as Pf,ILS = 0.001.
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Fig. 8: Fixed failure rate ratio test threshold dependency on ambiguity dimension number and frequency number.
The figure shows fixed failure rate ratio test threshold variation in single-frequency case (left), dual-frequency
case(middle) and triple-frequency case(right). 14400 Qaˆ samples are used for each figure, including GPS, Compass,
GPS+Compass scenarios,Failure rate is given as Pf,ILS = 0.001. Red dot and blue bar show mean and standard
deviation of fixed failure rate ratio threshold µ.
pendency on frequency, triple frequency observation for
both GPS and Compass are generated, the frequencies of
Compass follows Montenbruck et al. (2012) as well. The
relationship between frequency and ambiguity dimension
is demonstrated in figure 8.
According to figure 8, higher dimensional ambiguity has
a larger threshold for same failure rate. More frequency
number can improve the ratio test threshold significantly.
The results indicate that for dual-frequency case, If visi-
ble satellite number more than 9, the ratio test threshold
almost equals to 1. It doesn’t indicate the validation is
superfluous in this scenarios, it means the statistical fail-
ure rate always smaller than given Pf in this case. Gen-
erally, more observation will result in larger threshold,
and larger acceptance region.
4.4 Failure rate dependency
Last but not least, the fixed failure rate ratio test thresh-
old obviously depends on fixed failure rate. According to
previous discussion, totally eliminate failure rate is al-
most impossible, and as a trade-off controlling type I er-
ror, a fixed failure rate should be chosen. The method
to choose failure rate depends on the actual require-
ment. Figure 9 shows the threshold for different failure
rate. Generally, larger failure rate means larger thresh-
old, larger acceptance region and more accepted aˇ, but
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Fig. 9: Fixed failure rate ratio test threshold dependency on Pf,ILS for single frequency case. The prior observation
precision is given as σP = 0.5m,σΦ = 10mm, 14400 Qaˆ samples are used for each figure, including GPS, Compass,
GPS+Compass scenarios,Different lines indicate ratio test threshold subject to different integer least-square failure
rate. The markers indicate the mean of all µ samples.
corresponding failure risk increased as well.
For real-time user, Figure 9 can be transformed into
a table, fixed failure rate ratio test threshold µ for dif-
ferent ambiguity dimension and different failure rate are
all listed. With given ambiguity dimension number and
failure rate, corresponding fixed failure rate ratio test
threshold µ can be interpolated. User generated table is
encouraged because user can give a more realistic stochas-
tic model and function model according to real situation.
The simulation result is more close to real world and the
fixed failure rate can be a good way to control ambiguity
estimation quality.
5 Concluding Remarks
This paper reviewed the ambiguity residual distribution
first. Ambiguity residual distribution is not a normal dis-
tribution itself, but it can be expressed as an infinite
sum of normal distribution. A general hypothesis test
model for ambiguity validation problem is derived with
ambiguity residual distribution. The general hypothesis
test model explained the probability of type I error and
type II error in ambiguity validation problem and the
model is independent to any specific ambiguity valida-
tion method. In order to control type II error and ensure
the reliability of ambiguity validation output, fixed fail-
ure rate approach is adopted. Ratio test is picked as an
example to demonstrate the procedure of applying fixed
failure rate approach. The key problem in fixed failure
rate approach, the relationship between integer least-
squares failure rate and ratio test threshold is system-
atically investigated. A full procedure of applying fixed
failure rate ratio test is demonstrated.
A huge mount of fixed failure rate ratio test simulation
based on GPS and Compass constellation is carried out.
The simulation results indicate that ratio test threshold
varies with different function model, stochastic model,
ambiguity dimension and failure rate. It is not reason-
able to chose a fixed threshold for all senarios. Generally,
a stronger model lead a larger fixed failure rate thresh-
old and larger acceptance region. However, the fixed fail-
ure rate approach is very sensitive to stochastic model.
Hence, stochastic model should be as realistic as pos-
sible for ambiguity validation propose. Although fixed
failure rate approach based on huge computation, the
approach is still applicable for real-time users by gener-
12
ating a look-up table. With realistic function model and
stochastic model given, user can generate a precise look-
up table by simulations. Once look-up table is generated,
user can acquire fixed failure rate ratio test threshold by
interpolating the table.
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